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Basic Elements
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Claimant vs. Respondent
First brief or subsequent briefs
Cultural differences

5. How to deal with unhelpful facts or law?
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Common Fallacies
1. Adopting a “kitchen sink” approach & repetition
2 Authoring a treatise on the legal standards
2.
3. Ove
Overstatement
s e e ((factual
c u and
d legal)
eg )
4. Failure to develop an important factual/legal point
5. Not thinking your argument through (think chess!)
6. Not managing client expectations
7. Respond to everything – to do or not to do?
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Time to Vote

Should you respond to everything raised in the
opposing
oppos
g pa
party’s
ty s b
brief?
e?
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Time to Talk
What Stood Out Most About an Excellent Brief?
i
What About a Poorlyy Drafted Brief?
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Questions?
Thank you.
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